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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

An important question in elementary school
administration is that of when and on what basis
children shall be admitted to kindergarten or grade
one.

Parents whose children just miss being old

enough to be entered on the class rolls in a given
year often voice complaints to the administrator,
a fact which accounts for some of the searching
for more suitable admission policies.

Basically,

however, the preoccupation with admission policies
probably is due to the faet that some children are
almost a year younger than others when they enter
the first grade.

This chronological difference

further exaggerates the already existing individual
differences and motivates school administrators to
seek some school policy which will give the teacher
a smaller range in mental age in the group with which
he works.
Research indicates that children who enter kindergarten or grade one at an early age often have academic
difficulties and are handicapped in making adjustments
to school.

1
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Much research has been done in the last few
years to determine the best school policy for
admitting elementary students into kindergarten and
first grade.

These studies reveal a great deal of

disagreement among educators as to what is the best
admission policy.

Is it chronological age plus I.Q.,

chronological age alone, mental age, emotional and
soeial maturity, or a combination of the two or more of
these criteria?
The writer's purpose was to examine the available
research in this area, earefully study the research,
and then report the contemporary policies and their
implications in terms of setting school entrance policy.
~OURC~

OF INFORMATION

A thorough survey of research materials available
from Eastern Illinois University Library plus other
studies obtained from other sehool districts or professional organizations dealing with proposals for
school entrance criteria was conducted.

METHOD AND !REATMENT OF DATA
After surTeying the literature, the writer
categorized the studies in terms of the criteria
used and reported these findings in terms of the
following:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Chronological Age
Mental A~e
Intelli~ence Quotient
~ocial,--Physical, and Emotional Criteria
Sex as a Factor

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Within the context of this paper the following
terms are used with their accompanying meanings:
Overage or older usually refers to those children
whose birthdays fall after December 1 and who must
wait until the next school term to enter
or first

~rade.

kinder~arten

(This may make them six years and

nine months old when entering first grade.)
Normal age usually refers to those children whose
birthdays fall in the months of May, June, July, and
August.

This makes them six years to six years and

four months old when

enterin~

the first grade.

4
Underage or younger group usually re.fers to
those children whose birthdays fall in the months
o.f September, October, November, and December.

This

makes them less than six years old upon entering the
f'irst grade.

RELATED RESEARCH
In Kansas City Public Schools, 73 pairs o.f
children were matched on intelli?'ence quotient, sex,
and chronological age to compare the achievement of
the normal age child to the older child.
One child in each pair had entered the fall term
of kindergarten following a fi.fth birthday in January
or February, while the child with whom he was paired
did not reach the age of five until November or December
after enrollment in school.
Data from cumulative

record~

showed the

overa~e

group, from kindergarten through grade ten, had made
significantly higher marks in school subjects,

si~ni

fieantly higher achievement test scores in reading,
arithmetic and social studies, received significantly
hip:her ratings .from tea ehers on personal traits, and
were significantly more successful in moving regularly
1
from grade to grade.
1

Clyde J. Baer, "The School Progress and Adjustment
of Underage and Overage Students," Journal of Educational
Psycholofy, XLIX (195a), 17-19.

5

Carter reported a study in whieh he compared the
achievement of one hundred children who had entered
first grade in Austin Public Schools.

Half of these

children were under and over stx when they enrolled
in grade one.
sex and

Matching was done on the basis of'

intelli~ence

quotient.

Achievement test

scores carefully recorded throughout elementary school
provided data for comparison.

Findings

sug~ested

that

the chronologically older child had an advantar,e over
the younger one throughout elementary school since

g7 per cent of the underage children did not attain
the achievement level of the normal age group.

A

sex factor seemed to be present
since the underage
.
- 2
boys made more low scores than the underage girls.

Lowell B. Carter, "The Effeet of Early ~chool
Entrance on the Scholastic Achievement of' Elementary
School Children in the Austin Public School " Journal
of Educational Research, L {September, 1956}, 91-103.

CHAPTER II
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE

A~

A CRITERION

The traditional method used in the admission
policies of most schools has been chronological
age.

Most schools do not possess the facilities or

the finance necessary to earry on an extensive
screening program to determine whether each individual pupil is ready in all aspects.

!he

~ducational

Research SerTiee of the National Education Association
made a questionnaire survey in January, 1963, to find
out the ages at which most schools admitted children
to kindergarten and the first grade.
Replies were received from 325 sehool districts
enrolling 12,000 or more pupils, an eighty-five per
cent return.

Some of the findings of the survey

revealed that:
"l. About two-thirds of the districts with
kindergarten require that children reaeh
their firth birthday by December 1 or
January 1
2. For first grade entrance, nearly seventy
per cent of the reporting systems require
that entering ehildren be six years old on
or before Deeember 1.
J. Nearly half the reporting systems will make
exceptions to their established policy for
transfer students or childre~ with superior
mental and soeial aaturity."

National Education Association~ Research Division
and .Aillerican Association of ~chool Aaministrators,
Entrance-Age Polieies and Exceptions, ~ducational
Research Service Circular No. 3, 1963. Washin~ton,
D. C.: !he Association, April 1963, p. 27.
6

7

Of the

reportin~

school systems, 61.5 per cent

operated kindergartens.

Of those with kindergartens,

43.5 per cent have a minimum entranee age of four
years nine months on September 1 opening.

Twenty-

one per cent will register children one month younger,
but only 6 per eent accept children any younger.
The admission age for first grade is even more
diversified than for kindergarten.

The different

mini•um ages at which the various per cents of school
districts will accept children are shown below:
6 years
5 years, 11 months
5 years, 10 months
5 years, 9 months
5 years, 8 months
younger than 5 years, 8 months
no minimum requirement

13 • 9 per cent
10.8 per eent
14. 4 per cent
29. 5 per cent
24.9 per cent
3.7 per cent
2.8 per cent

Those school systems which have established
kindergarten minimum age policies usually require
kindergarten experienee for entrance into

~rade

one.

Most of these schools are located in New York and
Michi,e:an.
Some

4
chan~es

can be seen in admission policies

if the 1963 survey is compared with an

Ibid.

ER3

survey

made in 1958.

In 1958, eleven per cent of the school

systems operating kindergartens allowed children
younger than four years and eight months, compared
with only six per cent in the 1963 survey.
~ixteen

5

and two-tenths per cent of the sehool

systems .in 1958 allowed children younger than five
years eight months to enter first

~rade.

The 1963

survey reveals that now only 6.5 per cent accept
6
children under five years and eight months.
The 5tate Department of Education of New Jersey
has reported that ninety-four per eent of the superintendents agree that a uniform cut-off date should
be established
~eventy-five

throu~hout

the state of New Jersey.

per cent of the reporting

superintendent~

recommended that October 1 be the cut-off date.

7

The decisions made by the superintendents were
probably based on much research, which usually points
to the fact that the late school starters usually

Herbert M. Gelles.~nd Marion C. Coulson, "At
What Age is a Child Ready for 5chool?" ~ehool ExeeutiTe LXXVIII, August 1959, pp. 20-32.
6
Ibid.
7Ibid.

.

9

achieve at a higher degree academically than do the
younger school starters.

Such a study was conducted by

the Sioux Falls Public School 3ystem to determine the
effects of chronological age at the time of school
entrance or later school achievement.

The children

were all normal age for entering the first

~rade

when

they entered school.
The subjects were 480 fourth F-rade students from
~ioux

Falls.

!hey were selected by stratified rando•

sampling from a larger population in order to control
such variables as kindergarten experiences and
experiences in another 5Chool district.

There were

no children in this study who had been retained.

The

composite score of the Iowa Test of Basic 5kills

(ITBS) was used to measure achievement.
Two approaches were used to determine the
influence of CA on achievement.

First, the achieve-

ment of the younger fourth of the class was compared
with the achievement of the remaining three-fourths
of the class.

The second approach was to divide the

class into four groups on the basis of CA, and then
eompare the younger fourth with the remaining three
~roups.

10
For the first part the children were grouped
in the following groups according to age:
Age in Months
Group I
107 to 109
Group II
110 to 118
It was found that the younger fourth had a
signifieantly lower mean composite score of 4.73
on the ITB5 as compared with the older group, with
a mean composite score of 4.92.

I.Q. could not

account for the difference in achievement because
the younger

~roup

had a higher mean I.Q. than the

older group although it

.05 level.

wa~

not Sif?.'nificant to the

The mental age for the older group

proved to be significantly higher than it did for
the younger group.

The older group had a mean

of 127.03 months as compared to a mean mental
age of 122.34 months for the younger group.
"The older children's scoring higher on the
ITB3 could be simnly a result of having a
higher mental age. However, the fact that
these differences still exist at the fourth
grade level may point to a 'snowballing'

effect. The difference that existed at
early ages aay become magnified as the child
becomes older. A child who is able to
achieve at the first grade level may receive
positiire re-enforcement for his aehievement

11

and as a result he may 8be more motivated
to do well in school.tt
The children were divided into four age groups
for the second part of the stud.y.
Age in :Months
Group A
107-109
110-112
Group B'
Group C
113-115
Group D
116-118
The results of the test are as follows:
'I'ABL~ OF MEAN3 FOR THE
GROUP~ OF ACHIEVEM!'.:NT,

Groups

Composite

A

li-.68

jlJ

1+.?8

c

D

4.97
4.87

THREE-MONTH-AGE-RANGEMENTAL AGE, AND I .Q.

Mental Age
122.34

125.50
127.62
127.98

I.Q.
113. 82

112.99
112.12
109.12

An inspection of the table reyeals that achievement increased from the youngest group (Group A)
through group three (Group C) and then dropped
9
slightly on the oldest group (Group D).
In spite of the younger group having the higher
I.Q.'s than the older group, they are still not able
to achieve as well as the older children with lower
I.Q.

's.
"It appears that mental age may be a much better
predictor of achievement than I.Q. at the
fourth grade leYel. As mental age inereases, so
does achieyement on the Il~S. I.Q., on the other
hand, tends to decrease.~

Ibid.
9Ibid.

10---

ll!2_.
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A recent study conducted by Dr.
and Belle W.

~tein

lr.

W. Halliwell

in Babylon, New York, made a

comparison study of the achievement of early and
late school starters in reading and non-reading
related areas in the fourth and fifth grades.

!hey

hypothesized that the rate of vocabulary and reading
skill development in the first grade basal reading
program was too rapid for the younger .first and
and second grader, and, as a result, .failure to keep
up would soon engender personal reactions whieh would
interfere with their performance in reading and reading related areas throughout their school career.

11

The purpose of the study was to determine how
pupils admitted to first grade at an early age compared at the end of the fourth and fifth grades in
subject areas of vocabulary, reading comprehension,
arithmetic reasoning, arithmetic fundamentals, language,
and spelling with pupils admitted to first grade at

a later age.
Lon~

The study was conducted in suburban

Island and comprised children from seventy to

eighty-one months of age.
1

The study exeluded all

Joseph W. Halliwell and Belle W. 5tein, "Co•parison of the Achievement of Early and Late School
5tarters in Reading Related and Non-Reading Related
Areas in Fourth and Fifth Grades," Elementarv English
XLI, October 1964, pp. 631-639.
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students whose birthday did not fall within the model
age group and all students who entered the district
after the beginning of first grade.
The children were broken down into two elassifications:

younger, those pupils entering first grade

at an age of seventy to seventy-five months, and
older, those who entered at an age of seventy-six
to eighty-one months.

Care was taken to make sure

the sex and I.Q. factors did not interfere with the
12

results.
The findings of this

investi~ation

further sub-

stantiate the findings of earlier studies.

The

students who entered school early were significantly
poorer than the students who entered later.
results seem to indicate that the bright

The

youn~er

pupil does as well as the average late starter, but
will not achieve nearly as well as older pupils of
similar ability.

13

The hypothesis was partly borne out by the
study.

In reading comprehension and vocabulary,

tests at ooth fourth and

fi~h

grade levels yielded

differences significant to the .Ol level of confidence for the older students.

12
Ibid.

13-

Ibid.

In the reading-

14
related subjeets of spelling and language the
difference between the oldest and younger group
significantly favored the older group.

In

arithmeti~

reasoning, which is asswned to

be less reading related than the above subjects,
the results were again significant.

However, in

arithmetic fundamentals only one of the differences
between the four groups was significant.
In a similar study done earlier, Carter compared
the achievement of fifty underage {children entering
first grade before they were six) and

fi~y

normal

children (those who entered after they were six) in
each of the grades from second to the sixth.

The

children were selected on the basis of sex and age.

14

He showed the differences in achievement of the
younger and older groups at the fourth and fifth grade
levels were greater in reading, spelling, and English
than in arithmetie for both boys and girls.

Carter's

study indicated that the relative achievement of the
older and younger groups was constant throughout the
grades.

4
Lowell Burney Carter, "The Effect of Early
~ehool Entrance on the Scholastic Achievement of
Elementary ~c:hool Children in the Austin Public
~ehools," Journal of Education Research L, October
1956, pp. 9l-103. ~
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Gelles and Coulson reported that sehools of
Bergen County, New Jersey, had adopted an earlier
cut-off date for admission into kindergarten and the
first grade.

Gelles and Coulson stated that children

of average intelligence younger than six years of
age have a small chance of success in the first grade.
On the average, children younrer than six and a half
years are not ready to read.

15

"Premature experience in learning to read may
tinge the child's whole outlook with defeatism
and result in eyestrain and other physical
and mental discomfort. Many younger children
are able to keep up with the older children
but ofte~ at the cost of social, ~hysical,
or acadl~ic maladjustment which appears years
later."
Hall in Highline, Washington, discovered after
examining the permanent records of 12,800 elementary
school pupils found that 801 of the pupils had
been retained in the elementary school.

He grouped

the 801 children who had been retained according to
their entrance age and sex.

He wanted to determine

whether age at entrance made a difference in achievement and whether age at entrance was more critieal
for boys or girls.

5
Ibid.
16Herbert K. Gelles and Marion c. Coulson, "At
What Age Is a Child Ready for ~ehool?" ~chool Execu~ LUVIII, (August, 1959 ), 29-31.
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No evidence has been found to indicate teachers
may be apt to retain a younroer child and promote an
older one.
The followinr table shows the number of overage
and underage boys and girls entering first

~rade

who

were retained some time during their school career.
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF BOYS AND GIRLS

ENT~RING

SCHOOL AT VARIOUS AGES WHO WERE H.ETAINEnl7
Age at
Entrance
Less than

Number of
Boys

Per Cent

Number of
Girls

Per Cent

4'57

77.9

172

80.0

more

129

22.1

43

20.0

Total

'586

100.0

215

100.0

6-6

6-6 or

From the above studies and other research surveyed,
most school authorities seem to believe that

chronolo~i

csl age is not the best criterion for establishing school
entrance policy, but the one which must be used because of the large number of students and the financial
barriers.
gi~ed

Lowering the entrance age would help the

but may be detrimental to the majority.

It

seems more feasible to keep the entrance age where it
is or to move it up a few months.

Yany voice the

opinion that each child should be six years old when

R. Vance Hall, "Does Entrance Age Affect Achievement?" Elementary School Journal LXIII, (Anril, 1963},
391-396.

17
he starts school, not in November or Deeember.
Ann 3tarr, formerly of Rutgers UniTersity and
well-known for her work in

testin~

the pre-school

ehildren, has said:
"There is no one measure by which to determine
the right answer in reference to a particular
child. It is net age alone or physical size,
or health, or nursery sehool experience.
Neither is it social or emotional aaturity
alone, but rather a balance of all these
working together. It is far easier to agree
upon admission £Hles for a group rather than
an individual."

~·

CHAPTER III

l\IBNTAL AGE AS A CRITERION FOR ADMISSION

A few isolated studies aimed at determining
the causes of reading failures among first grade
children beg:an to emerge in the late 1920 1 s.

A

feeling apparently appeared among educators that
scientific examination should be conducted to determine the optimal entrance age for first grade.
Since it was believed that the child's mental
age partly determined his academic achievement, or
the lack of it, in traditional school learning,
questions were raised about the teaching of reading.
In the traditional first grade curriculum a child
was expected to master certain rudiments of the
reading process in order to satisfy the requirements
for promotion to the second gra.de.

The first record

of research on the question of when should a child
begin to read has become somewhat a classic in
curriculum research.
Mabel V.

V~rphett

reported in 1931.

It is the study made by

and Carleton washburne which was
Some of their conclusions were

"l. Correlations between mental age and ability
to learn to read as measured by reading
~rogress and sight-word scores, showed a
fairly high degree of relationship. The
correlation ranged from .50 to .65 ••.••••••

18
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3. Mental age alone showed a larger degree of

correlation with reading progress than did
the intelligent quotient or the average of
mental and chronologieal ages.
4. When the Detroit test was used as a basis
for determinin~ mental age groups, the
children who had a mental age of six years
and six months made for better progress
than did the less mature children and practically as satisfactory ~ro~ress as did the
children of higher mental age ••••••••••••••
•• ••••••••••••• • • •• •• • • • ••• •• • •••• • •• •• • •••

7. Consequently, it seems safe to state that,

by postponing the teaching of reading until

children reach a mental level of six and a
half years, teachers ean greatly decrease
the chances of failure and discouragement and
can correspondingly increase their effieieney.n 1 9

A major experimental study dealinf specifically
with underage children was made by Elizabeth Bigelow
in Summit, New Jersey, in 1934.

Although this study

is limited in its scope in that it utilized pupils
in only one school system as subjects, it nevertheless
represents one of the few examples of well-planned
and exeeuted research on the school progress of undera~e

children.

20

Bigelow categorized the subjects accord-

inr to chronological age and mental age and then
studied academic achievement in each category.

Her

results are constantly referred to in recent studies:
19
Mabel V. Morphett and Carleton Washburne, "When
Should Children Be~in to Read," Elementary 5ehool
Journal XXXI, (March, 1931), 496-503.
20
Vere Devault, Elmer C. Ellis, Edward M. Vodicka,
Henry J. Otto, Underage First Grade Enrollees: Their
Achievement and Personal and ~ocial Adjustment, Austin:
The University of Texas, 1957.

20
~1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

If a child is chronologically between six
years old and six years and four months old
and has an intelli~ence quotient of 110 or
over, he is practically certain to succeed
in school.
A child less than six years old chronologically
with an intelli~ence quotient of 120 or over
will probably succeed, but ~ersonality factors
should also be considered.
If a child is below six years old chronologically
and has an intelligenee quotient below 110,
his chance of success is small •••••••••••••••••••
Children below six years old chronolo~ieally
with intellirence quotients of 110-119,
inclusive, and children chronologically between
six years old and six years and four months.
old with intelli~ence quotients of 110-119,
inclusive, have a fair chance of success •••••••
If a child is below six years old chronologically and has a mental age of six years
and ten months or above, he is practically
certain to succeed in school. If his mental
age is between six years and ei~ht months
and six years and nine months, inclusive,
he has a good ehanee of success.
A child ehrqnologically below six years four
months of age has a good chance of success if
his mental age is six years and four months
or above.
A child who is chronologically below six years
and four months and whose mental age is below
six years 2 ~as practically no chance of
success."

A ,1an which made use of mental age as a criterion
for school admission was inaugurated in Brookline,
Massachusetts, sehools in 1948.

While such a plan

might not be applicable for sehools

havin~

no guidance

or child placement service, it does represent one of

Elizabeth Bigelow, "School Progress of Underage
Children," Elementary 5chool Journal X~"07, (Septeaber,
1934)' 186-192.

21

the few attempts on the

~art

of school administrators

to place school admission on a mental maturity basis,
in combination with certain chronological-age require22

ments.
Their admission requirements require a child
to be four years nine months old by October 1 to
enter kindergarten.

In order to meet individual

needs, any child within six months of this

a~e

may be

admitted to kindergarten on a trial basis upon demonstrating by psychological examination a mental age
of five years two months.
This

nro~ram

23

was evaluated in 1955 and appeared

to accomplish the purposes for which it was intended.
Students who had been accepted early demonstrated
the feasibility of the program by their achievement
record and school adjustment.
In school districts which operate early admission policies, mental age seems to be the most commonly
used criterion.

In order to enter the first grade

underage, the majority of schools require the ehild

Boyd R. Mccandless, "Should a Bright Child
Start to 5chool Before He's Five?" Education LXXVII,
(February, 1957), 370-375.

23

Ibid.

22

have a mental

a~e

of six years to six years six

months at the opening of the school term.

As stated

in the Sioux Falls Study, mental age seems to be a
better predictor of school achievement than I.Q.
Achievement and mental age seems to inerease at the
24
same rate, whereas, I.Q. tends to decrease.

4
Gelles and Coulson, 21!• eit.

CHAPI'ER IV
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT AS A CRITERION
I.Q. has been the measuring stick for many years
as the one best criterion in the selection of candidates for anything from officers' candidate sehool,
entrance into college or medieal school, job placement in industry, all the way to placement into
classes for the educable mentally handicapped.

This

same measuring stick is still used today by many
schools to determine the possible success of students.
5ome schools are using I.Q. as the main criterion
for early entrance into kindergarten and first grade
for those children who just missed starting sehool
beeause of the late birthdays.

Research indicates

that there are a number of sehools who

~o

to the

trouble and expense to give psychological tests to
determine :possible early entrance.
A very recent example of this type of program
is in operation in the Warren, Pennsylvania, Sehool
System.

This program is known as the Warren Demon-

stration Project and is sponsored by the Coo,erative Research Program, United 5tates Office of
Education and is being supported by the UniTersity

24

25

of Pittsburgh, the Pennsylvania State Department of
25
idueation.
The program started in the fall of 1961.

All

children normally eligible for admission to kindergarten in September of 1963 were invited to be
examined by school

psycholo~ists

during 1961-1962.

The psychologists used the Stanford-Binet Seale
and the

Good-enou~h

Draw-a-Man Test to determine each

child's intelligence.

Each child was also rated on

behavior, on his social and emotional maturity;
his health was also cheeked.

All these results

were discussed with the parents.
Of the 257 children in the age group, 229
were examined, and of these only 37 were listed as
possible candidates.

These 37 children visited

neighborhood kindergartens and were observed by
teachers.

Then a committee was appointed by the

su~erintendent

to study the observation reports and

make a final decision.

They chose 26 of the 37 to

be accepted into kindergarten at an early age.

The

final decision was left to the parents, and parents
of nineteen of the children agreed to an early ad-

mission.

25
Jack W. Birch, "Early Admission of Able
Children to ~ehool, the Warren Demonstration Project,~
School Life XLVI, (June, 1964), 7-9.

26
In 1962 these nineteen children were admitted
to neighborhood kindergartens with the
age children.

re~ular

normal

Their ages ranged from three years,

eight months to four years, eight months.

All of

them would have entered a year later under the usual
admission policy.
The progress of the nineteen was watched
carefully and not all the children made

~erfeet

ad-

justment at first, but neither did all the regular
students.

On reading readiness tests the regular

pupils ranged in percentiles from zero to ninetynine; those who were admitted early ranged from
twenty-nine to ninety-nine.
They were all promoted to first grade, and a
sociometric test indicates that those admitted early
are not treated as outsiders

oy

their old elassmates.

They are accepted as well as the regular pupils.
The Warren Project demonstrates that early
admission to school for able children is possible.
Here, I.Q. was one of the determining factors for
early admission.
A similar study, but one with the opposite
effect, was tried in Grosse Pointe, Michigan.
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For fourteen summers the Grosse Pointe School System
had orovided a special testing program to select
early entrants for kindergarten.

This program pro-

vided, on the basis of psychological evaluation,
entry to kindergarten for children whose fifth birthday came before the end of January.
The board of education decided to discontinue
this program. on three major considerations:

actual

experience of children who entered early and probable
effect of those who did not, reaction of parents whose
children were denied entry, and the expense of the
pro?"ram.

26

Durinp- the summers of 1949-1960, the

pro~ram

tested 1,378 children and anproved 777 (56.4 per cent)
for early entry.

A survey on the kinderfarten prof:ram

was focused on the 386 remaining early entrants in
the school system.

Their records were studied, and

teachers and counselors were polled for evaluations
of social and emotional adjustment, demonstration of
leadership, and academic status.
Nearly one-third (30.6} of the early entrants
were said to be noorly adjusted.

One out

Paul E. Mawhinney, "We Gave Up on Early Entrance,"
Education Digest XXX, (October, 1964), g_9.
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of twenty were judged to be outstanding leaders.
Nearly three out of four (77.4 per cent) were considered
entirely lacking in leadership. Approximately one
fourth (24.4 per cent) were superior academically;
and one-fourth (25.3 per cent) were either below

.

27

average or had repeated a grade.
Upon examination of the two above studies, one
can readily see the p0ssible cause of failure in the
latter situation.

The Warren Project is supported

and backed by the federal and state

~overnments

well as the University of Pittsburgh.

as

Much planning

was done by experts in the field, and funds were
made available for this planning.

Comparison of

the per eent of early entrants accepted in each
situation readily reveals the much more thorough
examination or degree of selection which took place
in the Warren Project.

In Warren only ten per cent

of the originally considered were accepted by the
committee, whereas in Grosse Pointe 56.4 per cent
were accepted.

For the average school system the

facilities and finance for such a program as the
Warren Project would not be available.

7

Ibid.
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An experimental study to compare the achievement
and adjustment of bright and mature early age children
with normal age kindergarten children was recently
done for a doctoral thesis.
The study involved the evaluation of the achievement and adjustment of selected emotionally and
socially mature children with an I.Q. of at least
one standard deviation from the norm.

Thirty-five

selected early age children were compared with 161
normal age children with whom they had been matched.
At the end of the year the achievement and adjustment of the control and experimental groups were
compared.

The following eonclusions were based on

the findings of the study:
"l. When placed in a regular kindergarten class,
early age ehildren of above-average I.~.
may be expected to achieve and adjust
approximately at the level of the class
average.
2. While-the early a~e ehildren achieve and
adjust better than normal age ehildren of
below-average I.Q., they may
expected
to achieve below the level of children of
comparable I.Q. wh~ 8 enter kindergarten as
the oldest group."

-e

Rosalee G. Weiss, ttThe Validity of Early
Entrance into Kindergarten,tt Journal of Educational
Research LVI, (September, 1962), 53-547
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These conclusions seem to indicate that intelligence cannot take the plaee of development growth.
Unless the schools esta&lish a special program for
these young bright students, it seems to be to the
advantage of the child to postpone entrance inte
kindergarten for an additional year.

CHAPTER V

SEX AS A CRITERION
The superiority of girls in achievement in the
first yea.rs of formal education has been observed
for :many years.

It is usually the boys who have the

most difficulty with readinl!, writinp:, spelling:, and
language arts.

Authorities in the field of sex

differences in school achievement all report that
girls generally achieve at a higher level than boys.
Some feel that this difference is due to innate sex
differences.

However, many educators such as Pauly

and 14a.xwell state that the differences are due almost
entirely to the slower maturation rate of boys.
Frank R. Pauly, director of research emeritus,
Tulsa Public Sehools, Oklahoma, would admit boys
later than girls or hold the boys back a year in
first grade.

As early as 1950, Pauly was presenting

research demonstrating achievement differences between
the sexes among children of the same age.

His latest

study involved 29,992 Tulsa children in grades two
through eight in 1956-1957.

Results led him to make

the above-mentioned reeommendations before the St. Louis
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regional meeting of the American Association of ,
School Administrators in 1958.
Some of the implications of his findings are
listed below:
"l. If boys are admitted six months or so later
than girls, there will be less frustration
for boys, their :parents, and their teachers;
and there will ee fewer drop-outs of ooys
in high school because of failure or unsatisfactory work.
2. State legislatures or boards of education
should raise the legal ente'ring age for
boys {or lower for girls). If custodial
eare for illlllature ehildren is needed, it ean
be provided much less expensively than by
placing such children in the classroom with
more advanced children.
3. All mental age norms ,ublished should b2 9
reTised to ,roviQe norms for each sex."
Hall, in 1959, used the criteria of

a~e

and sex

to determine the achievement difference in these
He administered achievement tests to 607 third

and 556 sixth

~raders.

The most pertinent

~rouns.

~raders

findin~s

were
"Girls achieve at a higher level than boys,
partricularly in reading and language arts.
Average boys and ~irls achieve at a lower
level than the underage of their pa.rtieular
sex.
The underage boys achieve at the lowest level
of all the groups. In some areas they were

Phi Delta Kappan, "Let's Give Boys a Break,tt
Phi Delta Kappan XL, {April, 1959), 281-283.
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as far as two years behind the overage girls.
The difference in achievement increased from
the third through the sixth ~rade.
The national norm is not a realist~5 standard
of achievement for boys or g:irls.n
Willis Clark has recently done a thorough
seientifie study of the age factor which very concisely defies many of Mr. Pauly's findings.

His

more important educational implications are as
follows:
"Sex differences in the area of general intelligence do not exist. Hence there is no need to
~rovide mental a~e norms for each sex.
It should
be stated that manv orevious studies have identified
sex differences in" certain S}Decific groups. The
hypothesis is offered that if mental ability
differences by sex do exist, they arise from
environmental factors. Conditions in our environment, in our more-s, in our schools, and in our
customs probably operate in selective ways so as
to further the development of speeific abilities
in on~ sex to a greater extent than in the other
sex.nj 1
John Maxwell, one of the current crusaders for
startin~

girls a year early in school so as to give

the boys a chance, wrote an article in the National

31

Hall, 2.E• cit.

-

Willis W. Clark, "Boys and Girls: Are There
5ignificant Ability and Achievement Differences?"
Ph:i. Delta Kapnan XLI, (November, 1959), 73-76.
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Edueation Association Journal in March of 1960.
He attempted to convince the reader that one of our
main problems in school entrance policy is that we
32
ignore tne sex factor.
The editor of the National Education Association
Journal ran a teacher opinion poll to determine the
feelings of the teachers on this subject.

They asked

a representative sample of the nation's teachers this
question:

"5inee girls of preschool

a~e

are more

mature than boys the same age, some persons have proposed that girls begin school a year younger than boys.
Do you agree or disagree with this proposa1.n

33

Three-fourths of the teachers either disagreed or
tended to disagree with the

~roposal.

agreed to tended to arree.

Only five per cent were

in complete agreement.
was as follows:

Agree
'l'end to Agree
Tend to Disagree
Disagree
No Opinion

5.3~

26.8
52.1
3.6

one-fi~h

The distribution of responses

Elementary
Teachers
12.2

Almost

5econdary
Teachers

5.5%
15.6
28.0

44.4
6.3

All Teachers
5-4~

13.7
27.3

48.814
4.s~

John Maxwell, "What To Do About the Boys?"
National Education Association Journal XLIX, {March,

1960), 26.
33

National Education Association Research Division,
ttTeaeher-Opinion Poll: 5tart the Girls Early?" National Education Association Journal LI, (May, 1962), 63.

34
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CHAPTER VI
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL MATURITY AS A CRITERION
Although educators and parents know that each
child is an individual and grows at his own rate,
they still insist upon all six-year-olds
first grade.

enterin~

Actually, some children may be ready

for school at five years of age.

Others are not

ready at six or even seven.
The high rate of failure in the first grade
offers some argument for changing present policies.
Betts reports that from

ei~ht

to forty per eent of

the children in first grade are not promoted.

The

average is between twenty-five and thirty per cent.

35

It may he assumed that some of these failures would
not have materialized if the children would have
delayed entry one more year and entered when more
mature.

Some districts are raising the minimum age

requirement in order to insure more mature ehildren
mentally, emotionally, socially, and physically,
An important question which should he raised is
the timelessness of the usual first grade learning

E. A. Betts, Foundations of ~eading Instruction,
(New York: American Book Company-;-1954), pp. 29, 114-38.
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tasks for children whose maturity level is not equal
to the tasks which they are asked to perform.

Is

the sehool functioning at its peak when it asks
pupils to do work commonly expeeted of more mature
children?
Literature, in ch,ild psychology, indicates general
•''

acceptance of two basic principles.

One says that

the benefit a child derives from opportunities to
acquire an understanding or skill depends to a large
extent upon his level of maturity when the opportunities are presented.

The second one asserts that,

in learning something new, a child will gain as muoh
competence from a short

~eriod

of ,ractice when he

is older as he would gain from a longer period of

exercise at an earlier age.

If these principles

are valid, it is questionable whether the school
36
makes the mest use of its time and resources.
In most of the studies reviewed, the only means
of determining social and emotional

adjustmen~

has

been through teacher opinions and sociometric tests.

Arthur!. Jersild, Child Psyeholo!y,(New York:
Prentice Hall, 1960), p. 21.
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Some of the criteria used in teacher adjustment
ratings were the pupils' ability to get along with
others, demonstration of leadership, self-confidence,
drive, introvert or extrovert personality, and
participation in extra-eurrieular activities.

The

sociometric test shows the pupils' relationship in
the class in terms of social acee,tance.
Marian Carroll studied twenty-nine pairs of
third grade students to determine the effect of
chronological age on school achievement and adjustment.

Her

findin~s

suggested that a few more months

of maturity were a definite advantage when starting
the first grade.

The older children received higher

adjustment ratings from their teachers.

The older

group was juaged above grade average in seven of the
ten criteria.
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The development of personal relationships among
the members of the class is one of major concern
to first grade teachers.

This is especially true if

mem9ers of the class have not had kindergarten experience.
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Each child must learn to be a responsible

Marian L. Carroll, "Academic Achievement and
Adjustment of Underage and Overage Third Graders,"
Journal Qf. Educational Research LVI, (April, 1963),
415-419.

member of the class.

He must learn to take turns,

to share, to get along with others in the group, to
be considerate of others, and to work cooperatively.
This becomes a very difficult task for many children
who come from different backgrounds.

Some children

are undisciplined and are not supervised enough
at home while others are overprotected.
itself is problem

enou~h,

This in

but when the teacher is

confronted with immature, underage children, the
situation becomes even more complicated.

Many first
38
grades have an age difference up to three years.
It is net impossible to meet the needs of the
younger children who enter first.

However, in our

more traditional schools the teacher attempts te
teach the first grade curriculum as prescribed, and
the younger members of the class are not ready for
this type of instruction.
kinder~arten

They need more of the

curriculum, which is mainly con-

cerned with socializing and
first grade curriculum.

The

preparin~

the child for

youn~er

children cannot

sit still, especially the younger boys, so are typed as

Gertrude Hildreth, Readin~s for School Beginners,
(New York: World Book Company, I 50.,-;-,. 382.
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troublemakers and are made to sit still, causing them
to wonder if school is fun and is the place for them.
The majority of the studies tabulate achievement
scores and adjustment reports and very readily conclude that the younger group of children are lower
academically and are not as well-adjusted as the
average or older group.

However, the older group is

physically, socially, and emotionally ready for the
first

~rade

curriculum and finds success in school,

which usually brings about good attitudes toward
school and good adjustments.
Despite the entrance peliey accepted, the
administrator must make curriculum adjustments to
meet the need of each individual.

Admission policies

will not eliminate the individual problem, only
attempt to bring the range of abilities eloser together.

CHAPTER VII
corcLUSIONS AND RECOM.MENDATiors
The research surveyed is inconclusive in many
aspects, but gives some guidelines for setting up
entrance policies.

Each researcher carefully sets

up the situation and draws upon all available
courses, then draws his conclusions from his findings.
However, tnere is no way of knowing what factors
brought about his finding-s.

Most researchers do not

claim to have the answer; they only attempt to shed
some li"ht upon the subject.
Chronological age is Probably the most practical
criterion to use in admission policy for the averape
school district.

Chronological age is a very objective

criterion with no emotional attachments.
are sensitive about their children's

~~st

parents

intelli~ence,

and much parental education would have to take place
before intelligence could be accepted as the major
criterion.
Chronological are as the admission criterion
could easily reduce the range of abilities in first
grade classrooms.

Most research indicates a mental

age of six years to six years, six months as the

40
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necessary are to start first grade and have success.
It is readily recognized that

raisin~

the minimwn

age will not guarantee a mental age of six years or
more.

It does seem, however, that requiring children

to be six years of age by the

startin~

date of school

will eliminate several of the immature children.

This

would probably cut the range of abilities and give
the teacher a better chance to cope with the problem
and adjust her curriculum to meet the needs of the
class.
The reason many educators are in favor of
raising the minimum age requirement is that this
seems to be a means to help the situation for the
majority of the children.

39

They realize the in-

justice done to the young, bright children, as well
as to the six-year-olds who are still immature and
not ready to start school, but their hands are
usually tied by financial barriers, public reaction,
or the local school board.
The Warren Project in Warren, Pennsylvania,
demonstrates one desirable means of meeting the
individual needs of school entrants.

Hall, 2.E.· cit.

They test all
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children who are as much as one year below the minimum age and admit those who show emotional, social,
physical, and intellectual maturity.

They have

demonstrated that this can be accomplished very
successfully with the right selection procedure.
However, the question remains of the feasibility
of this program for the average school district.

The

cost of the selection program would be enough to stop
many school districts.

The cost of psychological

examination and clerical help would be enou,h to
strain ma.ny school

bud~ets.

The ner cent of children

accepted after examination would be difficult to
justify in many communities, especially when it
is as low as ten per cent, as in the Warren Project.
Parental education would probably be a major
consideration in this program.

As stated earlier,

many parents are very sensitive about their children's
intelli,ence.

The parents of the ninety per cent of

children who were refused admission
40
very bitter.

mi~ht

become

An ungraded unit is still another way of
reco,nizin' individual differences in the beginning
grades.

4

This would mean kinder,arten could be a two-

Mawhinney,

~·

cit.
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year program for the immature children or one year
for the mature children.
an

un~raded

policies.

It is usually just called

primary and has no annual promotion
It usually includes grades one, two, and

three, but could incorporate

kinder~arten.

A pre-

scribed set of tasks are designed for this unit of
work, and the individual moves through these tasks
at his own rate.

It may take the immature child as

long as five years to complete these tasks, and the
gifted child might advance in two years.
This type of program has been tried in the last
few years, and reports are very encouraging.

Again,

it may not be feasible for all school districts.

To

work successfully, it must be well-planned and at times
requires the retraining of teachers.

It is a break

from the traditional curriculum and may require tasks
and qualities from teachers not normally asked.
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Each school system should have definite admission
policy as well as clearly defined procedures for administering that policy.

Research does not support any one

policy, but evaluates existing policies and points out
their strong and weak points.

From these studies the

following plans might be considered when

determinin~

school policy.

4

A. ~' Johnston, "School Ehtrance Age, n Childhood
Education XL, (March, 1964), 384-387.
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Plan I - Free public kindergartens should be
established for all children who will have reached
their fifth birthdays by September 1.

This seems to

be the best means of meeting the problem associated
with underage enrollees.

This plan has the advantage

of making the benefits of kindergarten available to
all children regardless of the financial ability of
their parents.

In this way the experiences of the

group would be more closely woven together, providing
the necessary experiences for reading readiness.

It

also provides some schooling for children under six,
which most parents seem to desire.
This plan has the disadvantage of using chronological age as the sole criterion for admission.

Every-

one knows that children of the same chronological age
vary considerably.

The school would be faced with

the problem of adapting instruction and organization
to individual differences, but it would be no
than now.

~reater

A second disadvantage is that the total

cost would have to come out of local revenue sources.
Plan I I - This plan is modeled after the Brook42
line, Massachusetts, Plan.
All children who are

James R. Hobson, "High School Performance of
Underage Pupils Initially Admitted to Kindergarten
on the Basis of Physical and Psychological Examinations," Educational and Psychological Measurement
XXIII (1963), l59-7o-;-
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six years old by September 1 are admitted to first
grade.

For those pupils whose birthdays fall between

September 1 and December 1, admission is available if
psycholo~ical

testing shows a mental age of at least

six years and two months and if the children can show
physical, emotional, and social maturity.
Plan II assumes that the school district does not
maintain a free public kindergarten but still wishes
to make enrollment possible for those children whose
birthdays fall between September 1 and December 1 and
who are mentally capable of coping with first grade
work.

This plan assumes that each pupil will have an

age (chronological) of six years two months and an

r.0.

of 110.
This plan is probably the soundest from an educational standpoint.

It admits all children who reach

the legal entrance age while at the same time meeting
the needs of the young bright student.

It gives the

school complete control over the admission of those
who are younger than the legal entrance age.
Plan III - This plan maintains the present admission policy (six by December 1 in Illinois} and

attem~ts

te meet individual differences by adoption of the
ungraded primary.

This plan provides a longer period
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of time for reading readiness for those who do not
have kindergarten experience, or are too immature to
begin reading.

It has the disadvantage of admitting

all children as young as five years nine months and
maintaining the large range of age.
However, it is not implied that any admission
or placement policies will remove or solve the
instruction problems growing out of individual differences.

Some researchers seem to be trying to solve

instructional problems solely through admission
policies.

Admission policy can help within limits,

but these limits must be recognized and curriculum
developed to meet the needs of each individual pupil.
It still remains the problem of each school district
to analyze its community and its particular situation,
and on this basis determine the best admission policy
for the school district.
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